The functional T(F) = SF-'(t)~(t) dt associated with linear combinations of order statistics is shown to have a Frechet-type differential. As a corollary, the statistic T(Fn) obtained by evaluating T ( . )at the sample df Fnis seen to be asymptotically normal and to obey a law of the iterated logarithm.
1. Introduction. Let X,, < X,, < . . . < X, , be an ordered sample from a distribution F and J a fixed score function on (0, 1). Statistics of the form T, = x:= l(j'fi'-l,,, J(u) du)XI, comprise an important subset of the general class ZcinXin of linear combinations of order statistics. In particular, T, can be conveniently expressed as a functional of the empirical df Fn, T, = j F,-'~( t ) dt. In Sections 3 and 4 (Theorems 1 and 2) we show that the basic functional T(F) = jF-'(t)J(t) dt possesses a differential with respect to (w.r.t.) the sup-norm 1) . I ) , and w.r.t. the q-norm ) I II,(,,.
Both theorems require J to be bounded and continuous a.e. Lebesgue and a.e. F-'. Theorem 2 requires, in addition, the tail condition jq(F(x)) dx < oo. Corollaries to these theorems yield asymptotic normality and a law of the iterated logarithm (LIL) for T(Fn). Section 2 defines the differential and motivates its statistical applications. Brief comparisons with related results are made in Section 5.
2. The differential. Let T be a real-valued functional defined on a convex set F of df's. Denote by {O(F), 1) . 11) the normed linear space generated by differences H -G of members of F, i.e., GI)(F)= {A : A = a(H -G), H, G E 9 , a E R ) .
DEFINITION. The functional T has a differential at the point F E 5 w.r.t. the norm ) I . ) I and the set 4, c ' -3 if there exists a quantity T(P; A) defined on A E O (F), which is linear in the argument A and satisfies T(F; A) is called the "differential." For G = F, = n-'X6T, i.e., the sample df written in terms of point masses 6,, the linearity property allows T(P; F,, -F) to be expressed as an average of I-V'S, If n f 1 F, -F11 = 0,(1) and P(F, E B, ) + 1, then (2.1) gives the approximation Slutsky's theorem and appropriate central limit theory then yield where 02 = Var T(F; 6, -F) and E T(F; 6, -F) is assumed to be 0. Similar techniques and stronger assumptions on 11 F, -F11 lead-from (2.1) to an LIL
Details can be found in Boos and Serfling (1980) .
One advantage of the approach just outlined is the separation of the analytic differentiation in (2.1) from the stochastic results (2.3)-(2.5). This allows arbitrary sequences { X i ) to be handled through the asymptotic properties of 11 F, -FlI and 2 T(F; ax, -F). Thus, although the corollaries of Sections 3 and 4 refer to only the independent case, specific "dependent" corollaries are easily formulated and proved.
3. Robust L-functionals. Suppose that the score function J is trimmed near 0 and 1, (3.1) J(u) = 0 u E [0, t,) u (t,, 11 for 0 < t, < t, < 1. Let F denote a fixed underlying df and 5 = B, = {all df's). 
Using integration by parts, the left hand side of (3.4) can be rewritten as 
The following corollary follows directly from the classical central limit theorem and LIL and known results regarding 11 F,, -Film(e.g., Chung (1949) ).
COROLLARY. Suppose that J and F satisfy (3.1) and (3.2) and u2 > 0.Let { X i ) be a sequence of independent rv's having distribution F. Then (2.4) and (2.5) hold.
EWLE. The trimmed mean, J(t) = I(al < t < 1 -a2)/(l -a , -aJ, obviously satisfies (3.1). If F has unique quantiles F-'(a,) and F-'(l -ad, then (3.2) is satisfied. 4 . General L-functionals. In this section the trimming restrictions on J are removed, and the q-norms 11 11,( , , = 11(.)/q(F)ll are used to deal with the weight placed on the extremes of F, A motivating class of q functions is (4.1)
Let 9= {F: I j~-' ( t )~( t ) and 4, = {G : G E 9 and dtl < oo) SGc SF), where SFis the support of F. Let q be a bounded positive function on (0, 1). THEOREM 2. Suppose that J and F E 9satisfy (3.2) and (4.2) (Z,q(F(x)) dx < oo.
Then the differential of T(F) = (F -'(t)~(t) dt at F w.r.t. 11 . 11 dq and 4, is given by Let Q, be the set of q functions given by O'Reilly (1974), Theorem 2. Let Q, be the set of q functions given in James (1975) (q = w-' in James' notation). Note that each member of (4.1) belongs to both Q , and Q,.
COROLLARY. Suppose that J and F satis& (3.2) and (4.2) and 0 < aZ < co. Let {Xi) be a sequence of independent rv's having distribution F. If q E Q,, then (2.4) holds. If q E Q,, then (2.5) holds.
The asymptotically efficient L-estimator for location for the logistic family, J(t) = 6t(l -t).
Extension of results to the more general functional T(F) = Jh(F -'(t))~(t) dt is given in Boos (1977).
Comparisons with other results. Reeds (1976) restricts attention to dfs on
[O, 11 and shows that Jh(F-'(t))~(t) dt has a differential at F, = uniform w.r.t. the L, norm. His condition on J is good, JlJ(t)(dt < w; however, statistical application via the rv's F-'(U,) apparently requires F to be continuous.
Among asymptotic normality theorems allowing discontinuous F and fixed centering constants, Stigler's (1974) results are closest to the corollaries to Theorems 1 and 2. For the untrimmed version he has slightly weaker moment conditions, J[F(x)(l -~(x))]; dx < w as compared to the combination of (4.1) and (4.2), and slightly stronger conditions on J (see his Theorem 4).
The LIL corollaries follow at no extra cost but are not as general as the Strassen type LIL results of Wellner (1977) .
